TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: JMAV
ACTION: C/SAS 5
INFO: DOP, ADDP, C/C1, C/F1 2, C/WE 2, VR

SECRET 111733
DIR CITE WAVE 8871
Rybat Typic Amvee
REF A. DIR 88119
B. WAVE 8830 (7779.5)

PER REF A REQUESTS REUTEMAN BRIEFED DAINOLD 18 DEC RE WAVE'S VIEWS ON AMVEE-1 CONDUCTING CACHE OPS AT THIS TIME. IT AGREED WAVE WOULD CONTINUE USE AMVEE-1 FOR CURRENT CACHE OPS.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *PLS BRIEF DAINOLD ON WAVE'S VIEWS RE AMVEE-1 CACHING AND DEAD DROPS.

11 DEC 63 11: 78357